Dearman Newsletter April 2016
April has been a busy but extremely productive month for Dearman as we move closer and closer to our technology beginning
commercial operation for the first time.
As I write this, the Dearman team are meeting existing partners and future customers at the Commercial Vehicle Show in
Birmingham. We have partnered with Hubbard Products to demonstrate the future of transport refrigeration at this, the largest
exhibition of its kind in the UK – and the response has been extremely positive.
It’s clear that operators are looking for systems that can reduce emissions, cut noise, control costs and still deliver on cooling
power. The Dearman system can do just that! We’re looking forward to working with the companies we met at the show and
helping to address the challenges they face.
Building up to the show we were also able to announce that we’ve forged a partnership with the Dawson Group who are
supporting the commercial demonstration and roll out of our ground breaking zero-emission transport refrigeration system.
Once again, Dearman has been able to demonstrate the positive impact that clean-cold technologies, such as ours, can have
on emissions. Our analysis has shown that moving to a zero-emission transport refrigeration unit could reduce a refrigerated
truck’s overall NOx emissions by over 70%! As concern about the health effects of emissions grows, this could be a positive,
real world step that companies can make, without costing the earth.
Looking ahead, in the coming weeks we expect to have our first fully operational system out on the road – but more on that later.
Toby Peters
CEO, Dearman
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